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In a recent article on Beckett's prose, The Guardian called him the maestro of failure, and described his work as a hypnotic flow of words, the meaning of which was initially entirely all-meaning.... but perseverance and patterns emerge: Either one of his characters says in this novel It's like hard-to-hear music for the first time. Indeed, the complexity of this novel is such that it is one of the rare works that
sometimes requires reference to an annoted version for a page of page guide. This understanding - that his work is complex but full of patterns and themes - is said to be key to reading all of Beckett, but applies specifically to his prose, including this relatively early novel. This is not difficult for its sake, obscurantism, but complexity. In this novel Murphy, an Irishman of the erminical occupation, likely no one,
lives in exile in a condemned flat on the outskirts of London. He is an eccentric character - when the novel unfolds, we see him naked in the dark, attached to a rocking chair. This seems to be a form of meditation rather than sexual failure! Murphy's acquaintances were introduced when Beckett gathered his cast. Neary and Wylie, friends, Celia, Murphy's lover and reluctant prostitute, and Cooper, Neary's
dull assistant. Pressured by Celia, Murphy found a job as a nursing hostess at Magdalen Mental Mercyseat in North London, a hospital for mad people where he felt completely at home. The supporting actor tries to track him down, but he eludes them by dying, apparently by suicide, caused by an opportunity gas leak. This is not really the stuff of a well rounded novel. The characters are mostly two-
dimensional, deliberately so. Beckett repeatedly breaks down the fourth wall and admits that this is a novel - for example when writing about Celia's profession, he says: this phrase is carefully chosen, for fear of dirty censorship so lacking an occasion to commit to their filthy synecdoche. This is Brechtian before Brecht, it's all the more striking for such a first job. Elsewhere Beckett's origins of existentialist
playwrights can be quite clearly traced in this novel. There is a dark, nothing-for-nothing streak for many characters and observations: A child is called the largest waste product and other places people are called bacteria. Beckett is the ultimate poet of despair – So everything limps together for the only purpose possible, and there is even restraint referring to the mixed message of hope and damnation from
the crucifixion, picked up years later in (I thought) 'Endgame', 'Remember also a thief has been saved But this bleak is undercut by silly humor which again is a characteristic of all Beckett's edition ('Waiting for Godot'), despite its reputation, and despite the necessary gloom of its message - They born the astride of a tomb, the instant sparkle, then it's night again) The humor comes mostly from silly, often
silly, often silly words The situation the characters endure, which often reminds me more of Flann O'Brien, is certainly a clear influence, more than Joyce, admits Beckett mentor. One of the things I noticed about Beckett's prose in this novel (and hold your breath, this may be an early observation) is the tendency to break out into verse, especially when the character is speaking. Here are a few quotes: It's a
strange room, the door hangs out its hinges, and yet another phone. But its last occupant was a girl, her best long past, which was scarlet. The syndrome known as life is too per diffuse to admit mitigation. For every symptom to be eased, another symptom is made worse. The daughter of horse leeches is a closed system. Her wantedum She was willing to labor a little sweaty, incapable of betraying the
slogan of her slave, that since the customer or sucker was paying for her gutrot ten times what it costs to produce and five times what it costs to fling in her face , it is only reasonable to delay his complaints up to but not more than fifty percent of his exploits. Oh hand in hand, let's return to the dear lands of our birth, the bays, the swamps, the moors, the glens, the lakes, the rivers, the streams, the streams,
the fog, the - er - the fens, the - er - glens, by mail tonight. It's too painful. Then you will not find me thankless. polite and candour run together, when one does not fit is not the other. Then on this occasion called for silence, weak division between those who are not hidden and badly disclosed, the misguided and inevitable cym evasion. Try writing these verses and you will see what I mean. Take the third
example, rewritten as verse: She's willing to take a bit of sweaty labor, incapable of betraying her slave's slogan, that since the customer or sucker has been paying for her gutrot ten times what it costs to produce and five times what it costs to fling in her face , it is only reasonable to delay his complaints up to but not more than fifty percent of his exploits. I hear a kind of poetry in these lines. Half rhyme,
repetitive, and assonance gives the story a dramatic quality that is to translate very well onto the stage. Beckett will always be one of the greatest playwrights of the twentieth century, but this should not diminish the appreciativeness of his prose. This novel is compelling, complex, dark and sometimes confusing - but if any author deserves the benefit of that suspicion is Beckett. The sun shines, there is no
alternative, on nothing new. Samuel Beckett's entry into this series features his bleak, nihilistic humor, marking a column Important: the first appearance since Shakespeare by a writer who will innovate brilliantly in theater as much as in poetry and prose. Beckett, indeed, was one of the giants of 20th-century literature, in any language. Murphy is a masterpiece, a novel first emerged from a long literary
apprenticeship, mostly conducted in post-World War I Paris. It is the first significant work by a young man - Beckett was born on Good Friday, 13 April 1906 in Foxrock, just south Dublin - who experimented for years with poetry and prose, partly influenced by James Joyce, with whom he also worked as a unique secretary. Murphy, which will soon be overshadowed by the international success of Waiting for
Godot, is the first in a series of edied novels - Molloy; Malone Dies - begins with the 13th letter of the alphabet. Beckett, always nosy, returned to London from Dublin in September 1934 and made accommodation in Gertrude Street, West Brompton. The novel relies heavily on his experience living in London and Murphy's character has a lot of Beckett in him. The hero of the same name workshy, a seedy
solipsist, drifting in alienating metronies, realizes that his desire can never be done normally. He retreats from life in search of a chong to personal feelings. When the novel opens, Murphy ties himself to a stone bench in his apartment with seven scar scar scars and is shaking his head in the dark. This practice, seemingly habitued, has become Murphy's way of achieving an existing state of being brought to
him deep private satisfaction. Even his lover, Celia, could not lure him back into the world. As Murphy's comic-philosophical meditation unfolds, we meet his fellow eccentric circles, especially Mr. Neary, from Cork, who is capable, through what he calls Apmonia, to stop the action of his heart. Murphy is an introduction to Beckett's unique comic voice, his command of silly stories, and his fascity with the
present, the mind-body issues of being and nothingness. Eventually, after many ups and downs, Murphy finds refuge in Magdalen Mental Mercyseat (a asylum). Forescing the title of Beckett's second play Endgame, the novel ends with a chess game between Murphy and Mr. Endon, in which Murphy resigns and then shortly after his death, burns himself in his lonely room and eases dust and oblivion. A
note on TheMurphy text was written in manuscripts in six small exercise books for 10 months from mid-August 1935 to early June 1936. Beckett sent the copy to editor Charles Prentice at Chatto&amp;Windus, the London-based publishing house of Proust (1931) and a collection of stories, More Pricks Than Kicks (1933). After some inevitable transformations, on 15 July 1936, Chatto rejected Murphy,
followed by Heinemann on 4 August. The novel now enters the bleak limbo of serial rejection on both sides of the Atlantic, in the rest of 1936 and almost in 1937. Occasionally, there have been flurries of interest mixed with suggestions for changes Beckett might make his writing to make the book more commercial. Beckett, however, refused to revise what he wrote. Finally, after returning to Paris, he heard
on December 9, 1937 1937 thanks to the introduction of Jack Yeats, Murphy was accepted by Routledge whose enthusiasm of editor T Murray Ragg was later confirmed by Herbert Read.Then, echoing the random absurdity of his novel, on January 7, 1938, Beckett was stabbed in the chest and nearly killed on a Paris street when he refused an offer of a ghost You're infamous, named Prudent. Joyce
arranged for medical treatment, and Beckett received his page evidence in the hospital, where he made a few changes and inserts. Fifteen hundred copies were printed and Murphy was sold on March 7, 1938 for 7s 6d. The reviews were mixed. Dylan Thomas, writing in New English Weekly, combined approval with criticism but Beckett took his work seriously. The Spectator's critic writes: Rarely... I was so
entertained by a book, so tempted to superlatives and perhaps hyperboles of praise. Predictably, Murphy's turnovers were not good. Routledge's records show that 568 copies were sold in 1938, 23 in 1939, 20 in 1940 and seven in 1941. In March 1943, Murphy was allowed to run out of prints. However, within months of its release, Beckett worked hard to translate his novel into French, in part to free his
imagination from the shackles of his native language, but mainly because his future seemed to lie in Paris. Then the war came, and the French translation would not be published until 1947 by Bordas, a publishing house for which Beckett later failed. Finally, after the success of En attendant Godot, Beckett's main publishing house, Editions de Minuit, took over murphy publishing and absorbed this edition
into his oeuvre as a whole. My murphy reading for this series was based on the Faber & Faber version of 2009, edited by Professor JCC Mays, a text derived from the first Routledge version of 1938, but professionally corrected with reference to some typescript versions. None of the above should obscure the fact that Murphy is a profoundly unique comic masterpiece of a giant of 20th-century European
prose. Three from Samuel BeckettMolloy (1951); Malone Dies (1951); The Unnameable (1953). Murphy is available in the 2009 edition by Faber & Faber, edited by JCC Mays (£9.99). Click here to order it for £7.99 for £7.99
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